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The book of Revelation begins and ends with guarantees that its inspiring message leads to
blessing. Popular Bible teacher and author Ron Rhodes guides readers on an encouraging
journey through this prophetic book, interpreting its picturesque language and revealing its
reassuring promises. Each short chapter is perfect for a group Bible study or a personal quiet
time and includes…Scripture Reading and Insights―a short passage of Revelation and easy-to-
understand notes on each verseMajor Themes―brief summaries of the most important
ideasDigging Deeper with Cross-References―several other passages readers can look up on
relevant topicsLife Lessons―practical and helpful applications to everyday lifeQuestions for
Reflection and Discussion―thought-provoking starters for group discussions or personal
journalingReaders who may have been confused or intimidated by Revelation will appreciate
this easy-to-understand and practical presentation of its empowering truths.

About the AuthorRon Rhodes (ThD), president of Reasoning from the Scriptures Ministries, is
heard regularly on nationwide radio and is the author of The End Times in Chronological Order,
The 8 Great Debates of Bible Prophecy, and 40 Days Through Revelation. He periodically
teaches at Dallas Theological Seminary and several other seminaries.
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KT, “Easy to read and understand. Easy to understand”

Robert Willis, “THE MESSAGE. # Follow…  هاشم ابن املطلب د(Abū al-Qāsim Muḥammad ibn  Abd 
Allāh ibn  Abd al-Muṭṭalib ibn Hāshim) or just call him, “Muhammad,” an evil madman and
lunatic straight to into HELL…# No-peace-upon-him as the doctrine of hatred a web of such
deception that only Satan could have invented Islam to destroy all of humankind by proselyting
themselves on woven rugs spreading their heresy up to our Heavenly Father and poison the
plant earth.Complicated isn’t it to understand this insanity and why is it so confusing, perhaps by
evil intent? Such is the thesis of SATAN who so reins over earth to harm, kill and destroy God’s
chosen people by the hand of a false and illiterate so-called prophet along with his self-
grandees appointed pagan deity called, “Allāh;” to carry out Satan’s evil and instruct the
condemned souls with such foolishness as they desire death for Allāh according to Satan’s plan
with the promise of a Jihad and to reap the rewards of the 72-virgins. What about the Eves of
Islam? Who’s waiting in paradise for these blindly cloaked women who have been diminished to
sex slaves on earth for the black hooded Adams’ to carry out their caliphate? Whose grandiose
plan is it for this ends of days they so desire? Who’s going to prevail on earth as it is in heaven
and who’s forever consigned to the fires of HELL, lest we forget to believe by loss of our faith?A
vision came to me in a dream of my moments stood still in time with the beginnings of days until
the ends of time. There was Adam and Eve; a magicka belief of Islam were of God’s human
creation, who’ve so fell from grace by sin, expelled from paradise by the temptation of Satan.
There was Noah; a righteous man built an ark to begin again after the great flood by Thy Wrath
against the godlessness of pagan worship, again by the hand of Satan. Then God delivered the
promise of hope with a rainbow. There was Abraham; father of two nations and chosen by
God. Then came forth by Abraham’s seed, Ishmael from Hagar with the blessing to prosper of
other nations. Then came forth by Abraham’s seed, Isaac from Sarai; child of promise begotten
for the chosen people, spared from sacrifice to bring forth the new Lamb of promise. There was
Moses; “I Am,” said He, “I Am.” Moses obeyed and the first born male Jewish slaves of Egypt
were spared at Passover and freed for 40 years’ times 40 more to live by God’s Commandants
of the Covenant until Prophets proclaimed the Son of Man would bring forth the promise and to
be saved by Grace. Yeshua; Son of Man, Lamb of God came forth until the day and time of the
end of days in a blink of an eye to fulfil His promise and like a Lion to defeat Satan’s chain of evil
on 2/3’s of all mankind for salvation of the remaining and righteous third, for: “I will execute great
vengeance upon them with furious rebukes; and they shall know that I am the Lord, when I shall
lay my vengeance upon them.” Ezekiel 25:17. Yeshua was and is Perfect forever without end.
Past-present Muhammad, self-proclaimed slave and messenger to a spurious pagan god
named Allāh, was purveyor of the nations of Islam and by the translation of Islam is “submission”
to Allāh’s and their jointly evil whims to oppress lost souls and bring forth the antichrist to



condemn their ilk to the gates of HELL for their final end without beginning. “Taqiyya,” Islamic
principle of lying for the sake of Allāh is okay by Satan who is so perfectly happy by this
deception because he wrote and created the Qur’an with a fake god in mind to replace the Torah
and attempt to destroy the fulfillment of the New Covenant by Grace such as the hoax of the
gospel of Barnabas. Satan enlisted Muhammad to follow this sham willingly by greed and
conquest. Then Muhammad appointed himself as Allāh’s “holy” messenger to further corrupt,
suppress and torment humankind for satanical whims of earthly things while the sado-
submissives head-to-toe in pajamas raise their offensive stink up to heaven five times a day with
their repetitive and hollow Muslim prayers without beginning or end. What’s the point of all of
this madness of a 1400-year-old occult that still thrives? Why not? Satan exists and thrives to
despise God’s creation and he is forever consigning the lost souls by man’s freewill to the depths
of the lake fires in HELL.”

TOM E GINDORF SR, “EXCELLENT BOOK OF TRUTH. Helpful in using the Bible to interpret
the Bible. Going from truth to truth provides much comfort in establishing confidence. The literal
interpretation of Revelation events where literal interpretation makes literal sense is the only way
to interpret any Scripture. There is no question that was the original intent of the authors writing
to first century Christians. There is no doubt they would all, every one of them, have been
premillineal upon reading Revelation in the first century. There also is little doubt that a simple
literal meaning requires no manipulation of meanings of the many many Scriptures presented in
this book that support premillineal eschatology. Ron Rhodes does an excellent job of literal
interpretation and shows the flow of a vast number of scriptures that carry the same meaning. If
the readers want to know and understand what the Bible actually does say, this book will
reinforce there desires to know the truth. Amillineal and Post-millineal views must make simple
literal language allegorical or spiritualize it to arrive at their conclusions.....as Rhodes eloquently
points out none of that is necessary to understand what the early church was told. ....leave it up
to the mind of man to complicate what is clear from simple reading and logic.God's Word is not
confusing or difficult to comprehend. The Holy Spirit never inspired men to write confusion to
confound man. He inspired men to write for our edification and understanding. Sometimes there
is symbology and sometimes allegory is used in the Bible, but it is always very easy to see those
things and the context where they exist. An excellent book recommended to all Christians who
want to understand the future prophecies of their fate.”

Glenn Schmotter, “good book. good to know information”

Mal Tomlin, “Things are looking a bit Biblical... Agree or disagree with the Bible, it is better to at
least explore the topic. I love Dr. Rhodes because he is an erudite and concise Bible teacher
(and expert on the cults). Is Jesus a liar? I attended a conference in Seattle where the late Dr.
John F. Walvoord was among the speakers (check his credentials). Dr. Walvoord warned: "While



Scripture presents many signs of Christ's Second Coming and the establishment of His
Kingdom, there are no predicted events preceding the Rapture. It could happen at any time."
How do we answer cruelty and the ostensibly Biblical signs unfolding all around us? Luke writes:
"I myself always strive to have a conscience without offense toward God and men (Acts 24:16)."
Charles Stanley asks: "What is the best way to live without regret? Choose to live in such a way
that you do your best in every task and in every relationship. Choose to trust God in every area of
your life--every decision, every choice, every opportunity He sends your way. Choose to obey
God. Keep His commandments. Choose to forgive others fully and freely. Choose to pursue what
God reveals to you as His path for you to follow." Please be kind, rewind to look at faith. Justice
is the verdict of a good Judge against all the evil men do and cruelty. Paraphrasing C.S. Lewis:
All crooked lines are judged by an objective straight line.”

James Inscho, “Good study. I did this study alongside of the Book of Daniel and it was a
refreshing and educational learning experience.”

mrs d h mortell, “Like this book. Brought this for a friend its one of those books I keep on the
bookshelf and lend out..”

User, “Delivered on time!. I received my order on time today, which i'm so grateful for as I am
reading the book of revelation at the moment and I think this book will help me understand it
better - I can't wait to get into the book!”

Frank Rowley, “Book for the Heart and Mind.. Ron Rhodes writes with a simplicity that touches
the sublime. It is a book that gently touches ones heart and mind. I plan to use some of the
insights in my continuing gospel ministry in 2017 and throughout 2018. Highly recommended.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent quality. Excellent quality and service, can highly recommend
this book”

Mrs M., “a challenging study. Clearly laid out and easy to follow. Look forward to completing the
challenge.  Extra studies included to take you further”

The book by John B. Cobb has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 718 people have provided feedback.
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